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INTRODUCTION

The present paper deals with a research study about the
wettability of metallic surfaces of different characteristics and
the evaporation transients of water drops on such surfaces. A
great number of engineering fields requires a precise
knowledge of the interactions between fluids and solids [1].
Among the others, the following can be cited: the design of
new materials with desired wettability properties, the
enhancement of fire fighting systems [2], the cooling of
metallic and ceramic surfaces and of electronic devices [4, 5].
The interest in this field is confirmed by the great number of
specialized textbooks [6-9] and papers available in literature
[10-20]. At the Department of Energy of the Politecnico di
Milano research activities are carried out about the
wettability of different solid surfaces and their cooling by
means of evaporating drops. The research focus is in
particular on the geometrical characteristics and evaporation
transients of sessile and impinging water drops on
microfinned surfaces. Smooth surfaces are also investigated
as a reference term. The research program is mainly
experimental, but it involved also a numerical approach,
concerning the numerical integration of the equilibrium
equation of sessile drops on smooth and corrugated surfaces.
Numerical results are in good agreement with experimental
ones as described in previous papers [21, 22]. Parametric
studies of the most important governing quantities are
performed by differing surfaces according to their material
and shape. For the part of the research involving heat
transfer, the attention is mainly focused on medium and high
effusivity metallic materials (aluminium, brass) at different
temperatures (in all cases lower than the boiling
temperature).

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The experimental set up is depicted in Fig.1, with the
exception of the “thermal” components which are shown in
higher detail in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 Experimental set-up: 1) anti-vibrating optical bench;
2) surface analyzer; 3) digital camera; 4) metering
pump; 5) surface sample on its support and mirror;
6) lights: concentrated (6a) and diffuse (6b).

The system is located on an anti-vibrating optical bench
with a carrying structure in aluminium alloy. A high
precision metering pump completed by suitable syringes
allows to supply drops of controlled volume on surfaces that
can be characterized by means of the surface analyzer (in
terms both of profile and of roughness). A lamp equipped
with a concentrator and a lamp equipped with a diffuser
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provide the lighting necessary to the photographic and video
pictures made by a high-resolution digital video/still camera.

Fig. 2 Thermal part of the experimental set-up: heating
and diffusing plates, insulation and thermal
fluxmeters.

For the evaporation analysis, an aluminium heating plate
regulated by a thermocouple and a PID controller is
available, completed by its insulation and by a copper
diffusing plate on which the surface sample is positioned.
Two thermal fluxmeters, each one including a type-T
thermocouple [5], can be used to measure the heat flux
(Fig. 2). For the present study, it was mostly used the circular
one (diameter 0.01 m) placing it in an appropriate cave in the
diffusing plate, centred under the surface sample itself. The
cave is filled by means of a mixture of conductive paste
(conductivity 7.5 W/mK) and very thin aluminium chips.
This is done to increase the conductivity of the cave filling so
to reduce the negative effect on the fluxmeter measure which
will be described in the following. The system is completed
by a personal computer and an electronic acquisition module
to sample the signals from the thermocouples and fluxmeters.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The experimental procedures are in part similar between
the isothermal (shape and contact area on surfaces at ambient
temperature) and the thermal (evaporation transients on hot
surfaces) parts of the research activities. First of all, each
surface sample is checked by means of the surface analyzer.
For “smooth” (surface roughness lower than 0.5 µm) and
rough surfaces, the real roughness can be detected; for
microfinned surfaces, the geometry, height and regularity of
the grooves can be verified, thus reducing the experimental
uncertainty due to the differences between the real surfaces
and the design ones. This proved to be a very important step
because some samples were found not adherent to their
design shape [23] or not having a uniform shape, as a
consequence of the technological difficulties in realizing
micrometer-sized grooves by means of mechanical tools. The
surface planarity can be verified too, which is very important
to have symmetrical drops without gravity-induced
distortions. Figure 3 shows some examples of acquired
profiles for eight aluminium and brass microfinned samples,
with grooves of different height and spacing. The chemical
composition of aluminium and brass samples was checked by
means of EDXS-SEM analysis, contemporary getting another
confirmation of their shape.

Then, the sample is placed under the syringe. A drop of
fixed volume is deposed or let fall from the chosen height on
the surface.

Fig. 3 Profiles of aluminium and brass samples, differing
in fin height and spacing, acquired by means of the
surface analyzer.

Fig. 4 Aluminium sample (fin height 155 µm) seen using a
SEM microscope.

As the drops would detach from the syringe needle with a
volume related to the diameter of this last, only small
volumes could be obtained for impinging drops. To bypass
this limitation, the needle is inserted in a cylindrical hole
made in a little Plexiglas® block, so that the liquid is guided
to the bottom side of the block and drops detach from a
“infinite” flat surface. This enables to obtain bigger drops
(V = 85⋅10-9 m3 ), which are more suitable for the study of
microfinned surfaces as they cover more fins. Big drops
obtained this way have also disadvantages: they move and
deform more than little ones during their detachment and
fall, so that it is much more difficult to get a uniform drop
distribution. Top and/or side shots or videos of the drop are
acquired by means of the videocamera and transferred to the
PC. Ad hoc software was developed, mostly using the Matlab
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programming environment, to process pictures/videos
extracting drop contour, contact angle and contact area (both
apparent in the case of rough and microfinned surfaces).
Figure 5 shows a sequence of pictures which are an example
of the extraction of contour and contact angle from a side
view and of contact area from a top view.

Fig. 5 Contact angle and contact area extraction from side
and top views of drops.

The processing of the side pictures can be done mainly
automatically, by filtering the difference between an image
with the drop and an image of the background only, without
the drop. To avoid the disturbance given by the shadow of the
drop in the top views, the drop contour and apparent contact
area in these pictures have on the contrary to be extracted
manually, using aids like for example the shape selection tool
of the GIMP® software. Such a procedure can be applied to
the single shots taken for the isothermal part of the research
but also to frames extracted from videos capturing the drop
evaporation. From these videos the evaporation time can be
determined and this information can be compared with the
one from the thermal fluxmeter, thus getting an higher
confidence on the measurement of such a variable. The
absolute value of the fluxes measured by the fluxmeter is of
minor interest because they are different from the fluxes truly
entering the drop. This can be clearly seen in Fig. 6 which
shows the results of a numerical simulation performed using
a very simplified model of the system (see [18, 19] for much
more sophisticated models). Mass transfer from the drop is
not considered and evaporation is taken in account only by
adequately increasing the convective coefficient with air.
Marangoni convection within the drop is neglected too. Such
a model cannot therefore give true indications about the
situation within the droplet, but it shows evidently how the
heat flow tend to avoid the fluxmeter due to the relatively low
thermal conductivity of the fluxmeter itself (which is
polymeric in the most part) and in particular of the
conductive paste. The fluxmeter should be positioned
immediately under the drop, but this is obviously not
possible, in particular for microfinned surfaces. Nevertheless,
even in its present position, the fluxmeter is definitely
influenced by the drop on the sample so that it can give a

good description of the flux profile during evaporation. First
of all confirming the behaviour of constant contact area /
constant flux during the most part of the same. It also shows
very clearly the beginning of the evaporation (peak in the
flux, Fig. 7). On the contrary, it gives a “smoothed”
information on the end of the same, because its measured
flux is then influenced by the heat capacity of the diffusing
plate and of the sample itself. Due to this aspect, the
comparison with the videos is very important to have the
most reliable indication about the end of the evaporation.

Fig. 6 Temperature (Tmax = 70 °C, Tair = 20 °C) and heat
flow distribution in the thermal part of the
experimental set-up according to the simplified
numerical model.

Figure 7 shows an example of the thermal fluxes acquired
by the fluxmeter during the evaporation of V = 85⋅10-9 m3

water drops on aluminium samples (Al000 and Al405). The
thin lines represent the single acquired flux profiles, while
the thick lines indicate their average for the smooth and
microfinned surface respectively. The results are presented in
dimensionless form by dividing all the fluxes by the mean
flux on the dry smooth surface. The flux detected by the
fluxmeter for the dry microfinned surface is not significantly
different, as it can be clearly seen in the figure.

Fig. 7 Examples of dimensionless fluxes acquired by the
fluxmeter, showing the beginning, central part and
end of the evaporation process.

EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN

The main characteristics of the investigated surfaces are
presented in Tab.1, while Tab.2 summarizes the values of the
most significant dimensionless groups for the investigated
drops. For the campaign described in the present paper, bi-
distilled water drops with V = 85⋅10-9 m3 were used. The
group values are calculated evaluating the thermophysical
properties both at 20 °C and 70 °C and referring to an
ambient temperature of 20 °C.
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Tab. 1 Characteristics of the investigated surfaces.

The microfinned surfaced were designed considering
triangular fins with an approximately parabolic increase in
the fin height H from one surface to the following: H = 110,
150, 250, 425 µm and corresponding fin spacing S = 575,
665, 875, 1250 µm. The idea was to investigate a broad
range of fin heights conserving a major focus on the lower
ones. The fin base width B was fixed at 2*H for all the
designed surfaces. The technological difficulties in obtaining
micrometer-sized grooves on metallic surfaces by means of
mechanical tools brought about the real fin geometries
indicated in Tab. 1, which were measured using the surface
analyzer. Rt and Rz roughness parameters were used as a
measure of the fin heights, Fourier transform of the sampled
profiles allowed to detect the real fin spacings.

Tab. 2 Values of the most significant dimensionless groups
for the investigated drops. See [18] and [19] for the
definitions of all groups except We.
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Fig. 8 Deviation from the “circular profile” approximation
for two V = 85⋅10-9 m3 drops on a smooth (Ot000)
and a microfinned (Ot400) surface.

+
	 � ����� � �	
��� �Fig. 8 shows how the shape of the
investigated drops does not fit the “circular profile”

approximation during isothermal analysis and at the
beginning of the evaporation process, while during this last
(which on aluminium and brass happens at constant contact
area / variable contact angle confirming literature results) the
agreement becomes increasingly better.
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Fig. 9 Front, side and top views of sessile water drops on
aluminium (Al155, left side) and brass (Ot155, right
side) microfinned surfaces.
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Figs. 11 and 12 present some results in terms of apparent
contact area on smooth and microfinned aluminium and
brass samples at increasing We numbers from the sessile
drops (We = 0) to the limit of secondary drops formation.
Fig. 13 shows the results for the Al110 samples alone,
evidencing the standard deviation together with the mean
values. For ideal microfinned surfaces with triangular fins of
the kind shown in Fig. 3, it would be easy to convert the
apparent contact area into the real one by means of purely
geometrical considerations (assuming that the fluid
completely fills the grooves). The increase factor between the
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real contact area Ar and the apparent contact area Ap would
be:

Ar / Ap = 1 – B/S + [(B/S)2 + 4 (H/S)2]1/2 (1)

On real, mechanically worked samples it can be on the
contrary quite difficult to convert with high precision the
apparent contact area into the real one. Therefore,
considering that it can be measured with great accuracy and
that it seems to be well correlated with the evaporation times
(as it will be shown in the Results section), the apparent
contact area is in general preferred here as a parameter useful
to describe the phenomenon.

Fig. 10 Sequences of top views of sessile and impinging
water drops at increasing We numbers on
microfinned surfaces. First sequence (1st row):
Al155 - We 0 (Ap 58 mm2), 5 (52 mm2), 10
(57 mm2) and 20 (74 mm2). Second sequence (2nd

and 3rd rows): Ot265 - We 0 (Ap 44 mm2), 5
(48 mm2), 10 (60 mm2), 20 (74 mm2), 30 (70 mm2),
40 and 50 (formation of secondary drops).

Fig. 11 Apparent contact area for sessile and impinging
water drops on aluminium samples of different
microfin heights, at increasing We number.

+����1% Apparent contact area for sessile and impinging
water drops on brass samples of different microfin
heights, at increasing We number.

+����1' 5�� � ����� � ��� � ������	� � ������
�� � 
� � �pparent
contact area for sessile and impinging water drops
on samples of Al110, at increasing We numbers.

Linear and quadratic regression lines are also presented,
which give an idea of the general trend of the data even if the
dispersion of the same is quite high. For both materials, the
apparent contact area increases with We for microfinned
surfaces, while on smooth surfaces the behaviour is not
monotone from sessile to We drops. In the Al000 case no
significant influence of We can be seen. On aluminium, a
general trend can also be observed in terms of increase of
apparent contact area when increasing the microfin height;
while on brass samples the behaviour is more oscillating. In
both cases, a wider experimental campaign is without doubt
necessary to be able to give more reliable indications.
Concerning the experimental activity about evaporation,
Figs. 14, 15 and 16 present some processed photographic
sequences of drops evaporating on smooth and microfinned
surfaces. Fig. 14 shows an evaporating drop on a smooth
brass surface (Ot000), at six time steps from the beginning to
300 s. At τ = 360 s, the drop is almost completely evaporated
and it would be no longer visible in the picture.
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Fig. 14 Evaporation of a V = 85⋅10-9 m3 water drop on a
smooth brass surface (Ot000) at T = 70 °C:
photographic sequence and corresponding contour
and contact angle evolution.

All the pictures were processed as previously described
and the results in terms of drop contour and contact angles
are presented both superposed to the pictures and in the
summarizing graph. From both representations, it is also
evident the constancy of the drop base width (pinning of the
contact line) during the most part of the evaporation. Fig. 15
shows the same analysis for a drop on a microfinned brass
surface (Ot400). In this second case too the base width
remains constant while the contact angle varies. Fig. 16
shows a sequence of top views of a drop during evaporation
on Ot155. The time step is 60 s except that for the last
(bottom-right) picture which was taken 450 s after the
beginning of evaporation. This is due to the fact that after
480 s the drop was completely evaporated, while in the last
picture it can be seen how the drop is by then reduced to a
series of fluid stripes within the grooves and it is no longer a
unique fluid domain (a situation which could be also
observed in Fig. 15H)). This is worth noting because it has
the consequence that no single-drop model can be suitable to
describe the phenomenon during this last phase of the
evaporation. Apart from this aspect, Fig. 16 confirms that the
drop width remains constant during evaporation also in the
direction parallel to the microfins. On both aluminium and
brass, the evaporation proceeds at constant apparent base
area / variable apparent contact angle almost until its very
end. As a comparison, this is not the case on some polymeric
samples, whose results are not presented here, on which the
evaporation partially goes on with almost constant contact
angle and variable contact area [5]. Another peculiar
behaviour that was observed, even if it is not visible in the
presented figures, is that the drops completely evaporate
firstly on their central part and then on their extremities,

Fig. 15 Evaporation of a V = 85⋅10-9 m3 water drop on a
microfinned brass surface (Ot400) at T = 70 °C:
photographic sequence and corresponding contour
and contact angle evolution.

Fig. 16 Evaporation of a V = 85⋅10-9 m3 water drop on a
microfinned brass surface (Ot155) at T = 70 °C:
photographic top-view sequence.
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particularly along the grooves direction.
Partly due to the dispersion of the contact areas already

observed in the isothermal part of the research activity, a
quite high dispersion of the results was observed also in
terms of heat fluxes and of evaporation times. Figs. 17, 18
and 19 report some results about the evaporation times of
sessile drops on smooth and microfinned aluminium and
brass surfaces. For all the presented scenarios at least ten
drops were investigated. The box plots in Figs. 17, 18 and 19
are not drawn following Tukey convention: the whiskers ends
represent minimum and maximum of the experimental
observations, which are often single values quite distant from
the others. Due to the fact that the drop volume is the same
for all the tests, shorter evaporation times mean higher heat
transfer from the surface to the drop and consequently better
cooling performances.

Fig. 17 Evaporation times of V = 85⋅10-9 m3 sessile water
drops on aluminium surfaces.

Fig. 18 Evaporation times of V = 85⋅10-9 m3 sessile water
drops on brass surfaces.

Looking at Fig. 19, it is evident how a correlation between
the contact areas and the evaporation times is present for
brass samples, despite the previously cited dispersion. Real
contact areas are calculate using Eq. 1 and the values
reported in Tab. 1 for H, B and S. Apparent contact area
seems to be better correlated to evaporation times with
respect to real contact area, even if a much wider range of
data should be acquired to confirm this hypothesis
(particularly considering that the behaviour on aluminium
surfaces is less regular) and to investigate on its possible
causes. In most sessile drop cases, the microfinning decreases

the apparent contact area and this results in higher
evaporation times. Nevertheless this correlation can be seen
as a positive results because impinging drops have in general
apparent higher contact areas on microfinned surfaces with
respect both to sessile drops on all surfaces and to impinging
drops on smooth surfaces. The part of the experimental
campaign regarding We drops is at present in progress so
that no confirming result can already be presented here.

Fig. 19 Evaporation times of V = 85⋅10-9 m3 sessile water
drops on brass surfaces correlated to the real and
apparent contact areas.

CONCLUSIONS

An high-quality experimental set-up was built to study the
deposition / impact and evaporation of drops on smooth and
microfinned surfaces, including a high precision metering
pump and a very accurate surface analyzer together with
high-level optical bench, videocamera and thermal
fluxmeters. Rigorous experimental procedures were
developed and tested, which combine video / picture
processing and instrumental acquisition and which appears
very promising for use in all the many fields where the
characterization of drops on surfaces is of interest. Apparent
contact area, apparent contact angles and evaporation times
can be acquired with accuracy. Results have been presented,
referring to water drops on medium / high effusivity metallic
(aluminium and brass) surfaces. Both concerning the shape
of the drops and their evaporation transients, such results are
not completely satisfactory mainly due to their dispersion,
which prevents from being able to give reliable prediction
about the influence of the microfinning of surfaces on the
efficiency of dropwise evaporative cooling. Such dispersion
can be related to different causes and further investigation on
them is at present being carrying out. Among the most
probable causes, there are: the difficulties in obtaining very
uniform microfinning on metallic samples by means of
mechanical tools (uneven height of the fins, roughness at the
bottom of the same); effects of the instabilities and drop
movements and deformations during the detachment and the
fall for impinging drops. Better mechanical processing would
improve the first aspect, while high-speed video acquisition
of the drop detachment and fall could help to understand the
influence of the second. An extension of the experimental
campaign is therefore mandatory before being able to give
more reliable indications. Nevertheless, despite their
dispersion the obtained results are promising. The
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experimental campaign regarding the evaporation of sessile
drops confirms a correlation between the drop apparent
contact area and its evaporation time (and consequently
removed heat flow). It is not a good results for sessile drops,
which have a lower apparent contact area on microfinned
surface with respect to smooth surfaces, but it is a positive
result from a more general point of view. In fact, impinging
drops on microfinned surfaces shows higher contact area
with respect to sessile drops on all surfaces and to impinging
drop on smooth surfaces. If the experimental campaign
regarding the evaporation of impinging drops will confirm
these results, impinging drops on microfinned surfaces could
give significant improvements in the field of dropwise
cooling.
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NOMENCLATURE

Symbol Quantity SI Unit

Ap Apparent contact area m2

Ar Real contact area m2

6 Fin base width m
CA (Apparent) contact angle deg
� Gravity m s-2

7 Fin height m
8 Fin spacing m
T Temperature °C
V Volume m3

� Weber number -
# Fall height m
ρ Density kg m-3

σ Surface tension N m-1

τ Time s
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